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In this paper we study automata which work on directed ordered acyclic graphs, 
in particular those graphs, called derivation dags (d-dags), which model derivations 
of phrase-structure grammars. A rather complete characterization f the relative 
power of the following features of automata on d-dags is obtained: parallel versus 
sequential, deterministic versus nondeterministic and finite state versus a (restricted 
type of) pushdown store. New results concerning trees follows as special cases. 
Closure properties of classes of d-dag languages definable by various automata re 
studied for some basic operations. Characterization f general directed ordered 
acyclic graphs by these automata is also given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we study automata  which work on directed ordered acyclic 
graphs. In part icular,  we are interested in those graphs which model 
derivations of phrase-structure grammars.  Such graphs are called derivation 
dags (d-dags). 
D-dags are directed ordered acyclic graphs having (but not characterized 
by) the fol lowing properties: they are labeled, planar,  connected and rooted. 
* An extended abstract of this paper appeared in the proceedings of the Symposium on 
Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science, 1979, Olomouc, Czechoslovakia. 
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Figure 1 gives an example of a d-dag. The direction of all edges is 
downward. This d-dag has a root labeled by S and the two leaves are labeled 
respectively by a and b. It is easy to extract from this d-dag the following 
derivation of a phrase-structure grammar: 
S_ ~ A B ~ BAB_ ~ BAAb ~ BCb ~ ab, 
where the underlined symbols indicate the substring being replaced at each 
step. Such a usage of graphs naturally extends the usage of derivation trees 
of context-free grammars. 
Two distinct ypes of graph automata re studied as recognizers of d-dags. 
The first type, called parallel dag automaton, is an extended version of the 
ordinary tree automaton (Donor, 1970; Engelfriet, 1975a; Rounds, 1970; 
Thatcher and Wright, 1968). Historically, Arbib and Give'on (1968) were 
the first who extended the tree automaton to operate on directed ordered 
acyclic graphs. Their automaton was essentially a tree automaton and no 
particular problems concerning raph recognition were studied. Extensions of 
tree automata to graphs of derivations of phrase-structure grammars were 
S 
A B 
B \ / c  
FIG. i. An example of a d-dag. 
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studied by Buttelmann (1973) and Hart (1974, 1975a and b). Hart 
considered deterministic bottom-up (leaves-to-root) graph automata nd 
Buttelmann studied the nondeterministic counterpart. We discuss both types 
of automata s well as the deterministic and nondeterministic op-down 
(root-to-leaves) automata. It is shown that deterministic and nondeterministic 
bottom-up arallel automata re equivalent for d-dags, whereas deterministic 
and nondeterministic top-down automata re inequivalent. It turned out that 
a large part of the theory of tree recognizers can be extended nicely to 
parallel dag automata on d-dags. 
The second type of automaton is a two-way dag-walking automaton. This 
type of automaton appears in two rather different contexts. Blum and Hewitt 
(1967), Mylopoulos (1972) and Dilgram (1975) have used graph-walking 
automata in the context of syntactic pattern recognition. They use graphs to 
represent "patterns" and discuss various automata s a means to charac- 
terize different pattern classes. More relevant o our study are the papers of 
Aho and Ullman (1971) and Engelfriet et al. (1978) in the framework of 
syntax-directed translations and tree transducers. In fact, our two-day dag- 
walking automata originated by considering the recognizer version of the 
tree-to-string transducers studied in these papers. We introduce dag-walking 
automata nd study the power of their deterministic and nondeterministic 
versions. It is shown that with pushdown storage, deterministic and nondeter- 
ministic automata of this type are equivalent whereas without he pushdown 
store the nondeterministic automaton is more powerful than the deterministic 
one. It is also shown that automata with the pushdown facility are more 
powerful than those without it. These results on two-way dag-walking 
automata hold also for the tree case and they are new. 
Then we compare parallel dag automata nd two-way dag-walking 
automata. We show that the deterministic bottom-up arallel dag automata 
and the two-way dag-walking automata with pushdown are equipotent in 
their power of recognizing d-dags. Our results on comparison of the power to 
recognize d-dags by various automata introduced in this paper is 
summarized in Fig. 22. 
As a result of comparion of dag automata, we obtain four different classes 
of d-dag languages. We then study the closure properties of these classes 
under boolean operations and finite state relabelings, which are the 
transducer versions of parallel dag automata. Closure of deterministic finite 
state dag-walking automata under union and complement remains open. 
Finally we show that the results in Fig. 22 hold also for general directed 
ordered acyclic graphs (DOAGs) with the exception of the relation between 
deterministic and nondeterministic bottom-up parallel automata. The 
inclusion diagram of the classes of DOAG languages defined by various dag 
automata is given by Fig. 24. 
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2. DEFINITIONS OF THE GRAPHS 
The graphs which we intend to study are subclasses of the directed acyclic 
and ordered graphs. In this section, we formally define these objects. We 
now begin with notationalprel iminaries. 
A directed ordered graph G is a construct (N, E, H), where N is a set of 
nodes, E ~_ N X N is a set of edges and H is a partial order on N satisfying: 
(x,y)  C H or (y ,x )  C H if there is a node zC  H such that ((x,z) CE  and 
(y, z) ~ E) or ((z, x) C E and (z, y) C E). Thus, for each node x E N, the set 
of its fathers {Y I (Y ,X)CE} and the set of sons {y l (x ,y )~E} are totally 
ordered by H. A path of length n, n/> 0, from x to y in G is a sequence 
(v0, v 1 ..... v,)  of nodes v i ~ N, such that v 0 = x, v n = y and (vi, vi+ i) E E for 
0 ~< i < n. A directed ordered graph G is acyclie if there is no path of length 
more than 0 from a node to itself. G is connected if for any two distinct 
nodes x and y, there is a sequence of nodes (v, ..... vn) such that v l=x ,  
v, = y and ((vi, vi+ ~) C E or (vi+ 1, vi) E E)  for 1 ~< i < n. For a node x ~ N, 
the in-degree of x is the number of nodes y such that (y, x) C E. Similarly, 
the out-degree of x is the number of nodes y such that (x, y) E E. A root is a 
node with in-degree 0 and a leaf is a node with out-degree 0. A directed 
ordered graph is rooted if it has only one root. A picture of a directed 
v 2 
FIG, 2. 
v 
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Directed ordered graph. 
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ordered graph is drawn in the standard manner. For example. Fig. 2 shows a 
directed ordered graph G with N= {Vl, V2, U3, /)4' U5}' E = {(v 1, v2), (vl, v3), 
(Vl, v4), (v3, v,), (v4, vs)}, and H= {(Vl, Vl), (v:, v2), (v3, v3), (v4, re), 
(/')5' /)5)' (/)2' V3)' (/)2' U4)' (V3'U4)}" This graph is rooted, connected and 
acyclic. A directed ordered graph is planar if it can be drawn in the plane in 
such a way that its edges intersect only at the nodes of the graph. A directed 
ordered graph is labeled if every node is labeled by an element of some 
alphabet. 
A directed ordered graph is a tree if it is rooted, connected, acyclic and 
planar, and the maximal in-degree of nodes is at most 1. Figure 3 shows a 
picture of a labeled tree. The direction of edges is downward. The height of a 
tree is the number of edges contained in the longest path in the tree. 
We now introduce two types of directed ordered labeled graphs. The labels 
are taken from an alphabet where the in-degree and out-degree of a node are 
used as rank numbers for the possible labels of that node. A doubly ranked 
alphabet is a set 22= I..)i,jS;s, where each 22is is a finite set and only for a 
finite number of i and j, 2;ij 4= 0. An element e E Z'~s is said to have head- 
rank i and tail-rankj. We also define 22,j= Q)i22ij and 22i* = (,-)j22;j. When 
each symbol in S has head-rank 0 or 1, 22 is called a ranked alphabet (used 
to label trees). 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let S be a doubly ranked alphabet. A DOAG d over 
22 is a directed ordered graph which is acyclic, connected, rooted and labeled 
in such a way that a node having i fathers and j sons in d has a label 
b d 
a 
FIG. 3. A labeled tree. 
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e E 27ij, i , j  >/O. The set of all DOAGs over 27 is denoted as G~. Any subset 
of Gz is a DOAG language.  | 
Derivation-dags (d-dags) are special DOAGs which model derivations of 
phrase-structure grammars, and they are the main objects of our study. They 
are defined inductively as follows. 
2.2. DEFINITION. Let S be a doubly ranked alphabet. The set of  par t ia l  
d-dags over  27, denoted by P~, is defined inductively as follows. 
(i) If deS0,  then aEPz ;  root (a)=a,  leaves(a)=a (when 
convenient we will identify a node with its label). 
(ii) Let d EP~ with leaves(d)=ala 2 . . .a  n and let a i@27,m, m ~ 1; 
let b~, b~ ..... bm E X1*. We add to d m new nodes labeled by bl,. . . ,  bm in this 
order and m new edges (ai,  bj), 1 ~ j  ~ m. Then d' in Fig. 4(a) is in Pz with 
root(d') = root(d) and leaves(d') = a 1 .. .  ai_ l bl "'" bmai+ 1 "'" an. 
(iii) Let d E P~ with leaves(d) = a la  2 .. .  a ,  and ai,  ai+ ~ ..... aj E 27,~ 
for some 1 ~< i ~ j  ~ n. Let b E 27(j_i+ ~),. We add to d a new node labeled by 
b and j - i + 1 new edges (a k, b), i <~ k ~ j ;  then d' of Figure 4(b) is in PE 
with root(d') = root(d) and leaves(d') = a~ .. .  a i_ lbag+ ~ .. .  a n. II 
The set of d-dags over  27 is then 
D z = {de Pz [leaves(d) E 2'*0}, 
where the superscript * denotes the Kleene closure operation. 
For a ranked alphabet 27, d-dags become trees, and the set of all trees over 
I I I I I I I 
a I . . .  a i . . .  a n a I . . .  a i . . .  a j  . . .  a n 
b 1 . . . bm b 
(a) (b) 
FIG. 4. Const ruct ion  rules for d-dags.  
643/49/1-2 
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27 is denoted by T~. Any subset of Dz(Tz)  is called a d-dag (tree) language. 
The operation of taking the leaves (of a d-dag) is extended to d-dag 
languages and to classes of d-dag languages as follows. 
For L c_Dz leaves(L )={ leaves(d) ld@L} and for a class of d-dag 
languages Y,  leaves(t) = {leaves(L)lL E S}. In the tree case, the operation 
leaves is the same as "yield" operation in (Baker, 1973; Engelfriet, 1975a; 
Engelfriet et al., 1978). 
Remarks.  (i) D-dag is, as remarked earlier, an ordered graph and this 
order is expressed as a left to right order among the direct predecessors and 
direct successors of a node in the way we draw the graph. 
(ii) The direction of all edges is downward, and therefore no cycles 
are introduced. 
(iii) Both connectivity and planarity are preserved by the construction 
schemes of Definition 2.2. 
(iv) The definition excludes the possibility of a subgraph of Fig. 5 (a) 
which does not have any immediately evident derivation meaning. On the 
other hand, the definition allows a subgraph of Fig. 5(b) with which an 
obvious derivation meaning can be associated. In Hart (1974, 1975a and b), 
both types of subgraphs were excluded. 
(v) A d-dag has a unique root. II 
2.3. EXAMPLE. Let 22= {a, b, c, e} be a doubly ranked alphabet with: 
2203 = {a}, 2211 = {b,e,e}, 2212= {a,e}, 22ll = {b} and 222o= {e}. Then the 
labeled graph d of Fig. 6 is a d-dag with root(d) = a and leaves(d) = ee. d 
describes the process of the derivation of the rewriting system with rules: 
a ~ bea, e ~ ce, a ~ ec, be ~ b, be-~ e and ec ~ e. | 
Phrase-structure grammars whose derivations are modeled by d-dags are 
restricted grammars in the sense that right-hand sides of their non-context- 
a e /\/ 
b e 
a b 
\ /  e\/ 
f 
Ca) (b) 
FIG. 5. Subgraph structures. 
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d: 
c a 
C e C C 
b /  # ~ / \ 
a e 
Flo. 6. An example of a d-dag. 
free rules consist of a single letter. However, such grammars are sufficiently 
general in that for each phrase-structure grammar, there is an equivalent 
restricted grammar in this sense which has the same "derivation structure" 
as the given grammar. 
3. PARALLEL DAG AUTOMATA 
Finite one-way automata operating on d-dags are studied, one-way 
meaning either downward (top-down) or upward (bottom-up). These 
automata traverse (process) the d-dag in a parallel fashion in that a 
dynamically changing number of "copies" of the finite (control of the) 
automaton simultaniously point into the d-dag, one pointer per copy. The 
pointers move on the d-dag by a "merge-split" operation in which copies of 
the automaton on edges entering a node, n say, die, but simultaneously give 
birth to new copies on edges going out of that node. In this way the pointers 
have moved past n (this was the top-down situation; the bottom-up case is 
just the converse). 
For a doubly ranked alphabet S we define a companion alphabet 27= 
{a II~ C £'} such that 6 and ~' have precisely the same head and tail ranks. 
Formal definition of parallel dag automata follows. 
3.1. DEFINITION. A finite dag automaton is a construct A = (Q, £', R), 
where Q is a finite set of states, Z is a doubly ranked alphabet and R is a 
finite set of rules of the form r: a -~ ft. a and fl are respectively the left-hand 
side and right-hand side of r. A is deterministic if two different rules have 
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different left-hand sides; otherwise A is nondeterministic. A being top-down 
or bottom-up depends on the form of a and fl above, as follows. 
(a) A is top-down if the rules in R are of the form 
[Pl P2""  Pn] 0 "-+ 6'(q 1 q2 "" qm) 
with aE2Jnm, pl ..... P , ,  ql ..... qm E Q. 
(b) A is bottom-up if the rules in R are of the form 
cr(qlq2 "'" qm) ~ [PlP2 "" P,] # 
with oES,m,P l , . . . ,p , ,q l , . . . ,qmE Q. II 
In the above definition the symbols on the right-hand sides of rules get 
primed only to signify that 0 has been processed and to prevent the 
appearance of redundant copies of the automaton on the d-dag (see below). 
Let A = (Q, 27, R) be a dag automaton. A configuration of A is a d-dag 
over the doubly ranked alphabet A = ~rU Z 'U  Q, where Q ~ All; for any 
two occurrences of states in a configuration either of them is below the 
T 2 " ~ TI ~tl ~ " n 
P l  P2  " " Pn  
~1 02 " " ""  °m 
t 
ffl 
q l  q2 " " " qm 
o I 0 2 • . . o m 
(a) (b) 
F;G.  7. Re la t ion  ~--A o f  top -down automaton .  
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other, and every path from a primed node (i.e., a node whose label is primed) 
to an unprimed node (or vice versa) must pass through a node labeled by an 
element of Q. We define a relation k- A between configurations of A as 
follows. 
(i) If A is top-down, dl, d 2 are configurations of A, then dl ~-~ d 2 if 
dl contains a subgraph of Fig. 7(a), R has a rule [P lP2""P , ]a~ 
a'(ql q2 "'" qm) and d 2 is obtained from d~ by replacing the subgraph of Fig. 
7(a) by the subgraph of Fig. 7(b). 
(ii) if A is bottom-up, d~, d 2 are configurations of A then d~ }--A d2 if 
d~ contains a subgraph of Fig. 8(a), R has a rule 
a(qlq2 "'" qm)--* [P~P2 "'" P,] a' and d2 is obtained from dl by replacing the 
subgraph of Fig. 8(a) by the subgraph of Fig. 8(b). 
Remark. This definition of f--A includes the case n = 0 or m = 0 or both. 
For instance, if a top-down automaton A has a rule a~a'(q~ ... qm) in R, 
subgraphs of (a) and (b) of Fig. 7 become subgraphs of (a) and (b) of Fig. 9, 
respectively. With this type of rule, A can start its computation atthe root of 
an input d-dag. For a rule [p~ ... p,] a--, a', those two subgroups become 
"t I T 2 . . . T 
n 
u 
q . . . .  qm 
T I 
2 m 
'r I z 2 . . . Tr~ 
I 
Pl P2 " " " Pn  
0 ! 
~I cr2 " m 
(a) (b) 
FIG. 8. Relat ion ~-~ of a bot tom-up automaton.  
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cr I a 2 a m 
f I  
~1 a2 ~m 
(a) (b) 
1 1 . T t 
Pl  P2 Pn "el T2 " " n 
"-4oY \\J 
(c) (d) 
FIG. 9. Relation I-- A of top-down automaton for n = 0 or m = 0. 
subgraphs of (c) and (d), respectively, in Fig. 9, A can successfully terminate 
its computation on an input by applying this type of rule at each leaf of the 
input. In particular, for n = m = 0, a I--- A a' iff cr --+ a'  is a rule of A. The case 
for a bottom-up automaton is analogous. II 
Given ~-~, t-* is the reflexive-transitive closure of ~-A. For any d-dag 
d E D z, let d' E Dz, be the d-dag obtained by priming all the labels in d. 
The d-dag language accepted by the dag automaton A = (Q, 27, R) is L(A) = 
{aCDzId~-*  d' }. 
NT  and DT will denote respectively the sets of all nondeterministic and 
deterministic top-down dag automata and similarly NB and DB in the 
bottom-up case. For a class K of dag automata, d (K)  = {L(A)IA ~ K} is 
the class of d-dag languages defined by automata in K. 
Remarks. (i) These definitions are actually not restricted to recognition 
of d-dags; they are also valid for DOAGs. It is with this reason that we use 
"dag" automaton instead of "d-dag" automaton. In Arbib and Give'on, 
1968, bottom-up DOAG automata were discussed for slightly different 
DOAGs in which fathers of each node are not ordered; hence their automata 
correspond to the case p l=p2 . . . .  p , ,  in (b) of Fig. 8. Recognition of 
DOAGs by dag automata will be studied in Section 8. 
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(ii) The conventional tree automata re defined in a slightly different 
manner (see Engelfriet, 1975a; Thatcher, 1973). For instance, a bottom-up 
tree automaton arrives at each node of (tail-) rank m with a sequence of m 
states (one state for each direct subtree of the node), and the transition 
function of the automaton determines the state at this node using the 
sequence of states and the symbol labeling the node. It accepts an input tree 
if and only if the automaton is in one of the specified final states at a root of 
the tree. It is easy to see that in the case of ranked alphabet, bottom-up dag 
automata can precisely describe such tree automata and vice versa. The 
same holds for the top-down case. Thus, each type of the dag automata 
reduces to the corresponding type of tree automata for a ranked alphabet. I 
3.2. EXAMPLE. Let Soz=S12 = {a}, Sl l  = {b} and $20---{c}. Consider 
the top-down dag automaton A=({p,q}, Z, {a~a'(pp), a~a'(pq), 
a~ a'(qp), a~ a'(qq), [p] a~a'(pp), [p] a~a'(pq), [p] a~a ' (qp) ,  
a I 
a ) 
, a, j 
/ \p \  
q b' 
/ \ /  
c c 
a ) 
I A 
b' ' b' 
/ Van I 
q q 
\ i  / 
c c 
al , a t 
a' ~ ~ ~ / ~b '  
a v 
b' ' /  ~ h' 
I \ / \ q <~ ~,//" \ 
FIG. 10. An example of a computation of A. 
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[p],a~a'(qq), [q]b-~b'(q), [qq]c~e'}). Figure 10 illustrates a 
computation of A. The automaton recognizes the language 
L = {d ~ D~leyery path in d from the root to a leaf is in atb*e}. II 
3.3. EXAMPLE. Let  ~V'll = {a, b} and ~02 = z~22 = z~20 = {c}. Cons ider  the  
following d-dag language L = {d,[n ~ 1} over Z, where d, is the d-dag of 
Fig. 11. The language L is recognized by the deterministic bottom-up dag 
automaton A = ( { p, p', q, q' }, Z, R ), where 
R = {c~ [pq] c', a(p)-~ [p'] a', b(q) ~ [q'] b', c(p'q') 
--+ [pq] c, c(p'q') ~ c' }. | 
We are now ready to compare the machines defined above. First we show 
that nondeterministically there is no difference between bottom-up and top- 
down recognition. 
3.4. THEOREM. f (NT)  = S(NB) .  
Proof. Define AI=(Q, ,F , ,Ra)CNT and A2=(Q, ,F , ,R2)ENB to be 
associated with each other if they satisfy: 
[P l  ""Pn] a~a' (q l  "'" qm)~R1 
if and only if o(ql ... qm) ~ [Pl "'" P,] a' @ R 2. 
d : 
n 
c 
G 
g 
FIG. 11. A dag d~. 
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By a strightforward induction on the number of steps of computation of 
A 1 and A 2, dlb-*ld2 iff dz~-*2d 1, where di is obtained from d i by 
exchanging labels a and a'  for every a E22, i=  1 or 2. Hence, 
L(A 0 =L(Az). Obviously each automaton of one type can be defined in 
terms of the other type, concluding the proof. | 
In the tree case, it is known (for example, see Engelfriet, 1975a) that, with 
respect o recognition, the deterministic top-down automaton is less powerful 
than its nondeterministic version. Since our various dag automata operate 
like the corresponding tree automata for tree inputs, the next result is 
immediate. 
3.5. THEOREM. f (DT)~ f (NT) .  
Proof. Let 22~o = {a, b} and 2202 = {s}. Consider the (tree) language 
L= s s l / \ , / \  . 
a bb  a 
Then any deterministic top-down dag automaton accepting 
s 
/ \  
a 
s 
and / 
b b a 
must also accept 
s s 
/ \ and / \ . 
a a b b 
This shows that L ~ f (DT) ,  while obviously L ~ S(NT) .  I 
The next theorem shows that the deterministic and nondeterministc 
bottom-up automata re equally powerful. In the tree case it is easily proved 
by a standard subset construction. However, in the d-dag case, a simple- 
minded subset construction does not work, because of the "non-tree-like" 
rules a(q 1 ... qm)--~ [p~ ""Pn] a' with n > 1. The difficulty is the following. 
Let A = (Q, Z, R) be a nondeterministic bottom-up dag automaton. In an 
input d-dag d, consider the node a with two adjacent fathers fil and 6 2. 
Define two sequences of nodes: x I = ill,X2 .... ; Yl = fiz,Y2,.-- such that 
xi+ l(Yi+ 1) is the rightmost (leftmost) father of xi(yi) for i > 0 in d. Because 
of rootedness of d, these two sequences have eventually common nodes and 
let r be the first node which appears in both sequences; ince d is planar, r is 
the nearest common ancestor of f I and fi2. The relation of fi 1, 6 2 and v is 
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illustrated in Fig. 12. This subgraph structure is called a window in d. This 
window is the right-window (left-window) of an edge in the path from ~ to a 
through 61(62). Now assume that A has two possibilities to proceed from a 
to 61 and 62: one with PiP2 and the other with qlq2; see the figure. Then let 
p'l and p~ (q'l and q~) be a possible pair of states in which A arrives at the 
node r if Pl and P2 (q~ and q2) are the states in which A leaves a. Now 
suppose A has a rule with r(p' lq~) as its left-hand side. Since the automaton 
defined by the subset construction does not keep any information on the 
rules used and simulates A by considering all the possible combinations of 
states, it may apply the above rule at r and thus undesired -dags may be 
accepted. 
We modify the subset construction to overcome the difficulty as follows. 
Let .4 C DB be the dag automaton to be constructed. A state of,~ is a set of 
triples (q, (, r), where q is a state of A, and ( and r are rules of A. For a state 
P of .4, and (q, t, r) E P, (a copy of) A being in state P at an edge between 
node r and its ith son (while operating on an input d-dag d) means (roughly) 
that there is a corresponding computation of A on d in which (a copy of) A 
/ \  
I 
61 62 ~ Pl P2 
i I ' ' 
I i 
I I 
Pl P2 \ / 
T T 
/ \ 
l \ qV 
61 6 2 ~ [ 1 q2 
\ / , 
\ J 
ql q2 6' 6 T \ /  
~v Or' 
FIG. 12. The difficulty of subset construction. 
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arrives at that edge in state q such that fir) was the rule of A used at the 
bottom-node el(a2) of the left-(right-)window of the edge, see Fig. 13. In the 
case that the left-(right-)window does not exist, t'(r) is not needed and it is 
just a dummy symbol. In this way X remembers the states of A as well as the 
rules used (to produce such states) at the bottom node of each window in an 
input d-dag. Then, at a top node of the window, A uses this information to 
find out the correct combinations of states of A to apply its rules. For 
instance, in Fig. 12 A does not apply the rule with r(p'~q~) as its left-hand 
side at r, because the rule r associated to p] and the rule ( associated to q~ 
are different. Note that properties of rootedness and planarity of d-dags are 
crucial here. 
3.6. THEOREM. f (DB)  = t(NB). 
Proof. We have to show f (NB)  c_f(DB). Let A=(Q,S ,R)  be a 
nondeterministic bottom-up dag automaton. We construct d - - (0 ,  S,/~) in 
DB as follows. The set of states is O=~,~({(q, 4r) [q~Q and 
C, rE RW {NIL}}), where NIL is a dummy symbol and ~( . . - )denotes  the 
power set operation. Let a E22nm and Q~,..., Qm C Q. We explain the 
(q,% ,y ) E p 
A. 
/ \  
/ \ 
/ \ 
/ \ 
/ \ 
,/ 
c~ 1 
T 
t 
q 
A 
/ \  
/ \ 
/ \ 
/ \ 
e2 C~l e2 
(a) 
E: rule used y: rule used 
at o I. at 0 2. 
Computation by A. (b) Computation by A. 
FIG, 13. Computation of A and A. 
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construction of P1 .... , P ,  E Q such that a(Q 1 .. .  Qm)~ [P1 "" P , ]  a' will be 
in/~, the set of rules of A. 
Let (q i , ( i , r i )  E Qi (1 ~< i~< m) such that r i=  :i+1 (1 ~< i~< m) and such 
. .  - -  / _ _  ! ~ .o ,  that s: a(q 1 ' qm)--* [Pl "" P,]  a'  is in R n > 0. Define r'l - (2 -- r2 
/ ! / 
r , _  1 = : ,  =s  and if m > 0 then (] = :1 and r ,  = r m but if m = 0 then 
:'~ = r" = N IL .  Note that if m = 0, the edge from the first father (from the 
last father) of a to cr does not have left-(right-)window. Then (P i ,  (I, r~) E Pi  
(1 ~< i~< n). For n = O, a(Q1 "'" Qm)~Cr '  is in /~ iff there exists 
(qi, ( i ,  Yi) E Qi,  1 <~ i <~ m, such that ?i = :i+ 1, 1 ~< i < m, and 
tr(ql "'" qm) -~ cr' is in R. 
Before we formally prove the theorem, we introduce some pictorial 
convention of d-dags. A sequence of nodes x I ,..., x c is a cut of a d-dag d if x i 
is directly to the left of xi+ 1 for every i, 1 ~< i < l, and every path from the 
root to a leaf in d must contain exactly one node from this sequence. It 
follows that a sequence x~ ..... x e is a cut of d iff there is a partial d-dag d' 
such that d' is a subgraph of d and leaves(d') = x~ ... x:. Thus each cut 
"divides" d into d~ and the subgraph of the rest d2. We draw this division as 
d 
I 
x 
d 1 
x~ 
t 
d 2 
FIG. 14. A division of d-dag by a cut. 
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in Fig. 14. Notice that d 2 may not be a d-dag. It follows that if d in Fig. 14 
appears in the computation sequence of a dag automaton 
A = (Q, Z, R) E NB with x I ,..., x c E Q, then every node in d 1 is labeled by a 
symbol of Z' whereas every node in d 2 is primed. Note that in this case all 
the leaves of d are in d 2. 
Now the following lemma completes the proof of Theorem 3.6. 
3.7. LEMMA. Let d ~ D E, Pl ..... Pt E Q. Then 
i 1 i' 
if and only if there exist Pl , ' " ,  Pt C 0 such that 
d 
A I I 
and there are (Pi, Ci, 7i) E Pi (1 <~ i <~ t) with 7~ = t~+x (1 ~< i < t). 
Proof We first observe that if two distinct rules of dag automaton are 
applicable at some stage of the computation to an input, the order of their 
application is not significant at all. Hence, we may assume that given 
computation of A (A) in this lemma is "normal" in the sense that A (A) 
applies rules for all the leaves of d before it applies any other rules in the 
computation. Now both directions of the lemma are proved by the induction 
on the steps of the normal computation. 
("Only if" part) 
Basis. Assume that 
d@ 
;% 
0-1 , , ,  o- m 
(3.1) 
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Then s F a i ~ [p~ ... pii] a i @ R ( l~<i~<m).  Hence a i ~ [P1 ""  Pn~] ai E l~ 
i i . . .  i with (p~,f~,r~)@P~ ( l~<j~<ni)  , (~=r ;n i=NIL  and r l - ( z  =r~_ l= 
fi ~t = si for each 1 ~< i ~< m. 
Therefore 
I~ I1 Im Im 
P~ " /n l " ' "  P1 ""Pn m \ /  
o-~ . . .  % 
with (pj,  Cj, rj) ~ Pj (1 ~ j  ~< n,, 1 ~ i ~ m) as required. 
Induct ion Step. Assume that 
(3.2) 
I I I%. / I  I k:.i}o 
qP "" / ~ ""q, ql . . . . . .  ( 
I i i ' "~  I / : \  ]' 
[ 1 
By the inductive hypothesis we may assume that 
I \ J  I Q~ . . .  /o - \  "'~, 
and there are (qi, ¢i, ri) C Qi (1 ~ i ~ t) with r i = fi+z (1 ~< i < t). Obviously 
S: cr(qj . . .  qk)--~ [Pl " "Pn]  Cr' is in R. By the definition of /~ there are 
P1 ..... Pn such that a(Q/ . . .  Qk) ~ [P1 "'" Phi a '  E R'  and (Pi,  f~, r}) Ee i  with 
l' 1 = fy --- rj_ 1, r" = r k = (k+ 1 and r~ = l~+ 1 (1 ~< i < n). Therefore, 
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d ~ 
A l" I I I 
Q1 " ' "  P1 " ' "  Pn " "  ~ /  Qt 
I I 
and the "only i f '  part holds. 
("If" part) 
Basis. From the definition of/~, it follows that if a ~ [P1 "'" P , ]  a'  C/~ 
and (Pi, li, ri) E Pi (1 ~ i~< n) then (1 =r ,  =NIL  and (i = ri (1 < i < n). 
Therefore (3.2)obviously implies (3.1). 
Induction Step. Assume that 
A I \ /  I 
P- . .P  . . .  
i,i l / \  
1 t 1 
with (qi, li, ri) E Qi (1 ~< i < j  or k <j~< t) and (Pi, l~, r~) C Pi (1 ~<i~<n) 
satisfying ri = (i+ l (1 ~ i  < j -  1 or k < i < t), r~ =C~+ 1 (1 ~< i~n) ,  ri_ 1 =( '  1 
and r', = Ok+ 1. Then /~ must have the rule a(Qj. . .  Qk) --+ [P1 "'" P,] a'. By 
the definition o f /~  there are (qi, (i, ri) ~ Qi (J ~ i <. k) such that r i = (i+ 1 
(j  ~ i ~< k) and a rule s: a(qj ... qk) ~ [P~ "'" P,] or' ~ R such that r'~ = E l = 
r~ . . . . .  ( '=s .  Since (j = ('1 and rk=r'~, it follows that r i=(i+ t (1 ~<i < t). 
Therefore, by the inductive hypothesis, we may assume that 
I V I 
q l  / \  q t  
I 
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RECOGD= ~NT) = ~(NB) = ~DB) 
I 
o~(DT) 
FXG. 15. Inclusion diagram of classes of d-dag languages defined by parallel dag automata. 
Using the rule s we can derive: 
I ' ' I 
Pl "'" Pn 
q~. \o, / . .  q ,  / . \  
l 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.7 and Theorem 3.6. I 
Languages in d(NB)  (= S(NT)= S(DB) )  are said to be recognizable, 
and the class will also be denoted by RECOG o. 
We summarize the results of this section in Fig. 15. It should be noted 
that a precisely similar diagram holds for the tree case. The solid lines 
denote proper containment. 
4. FINITE STATE RELABELING 
In this section, we modify the definition of a parallel dag automaton to 
define a simple transforming device, called finite state relabeling. Rather than 
priming the labels of the processed -dag the automaton consistently relabels 
them by symbols of another doubly ranked alphabet. Finite state relabelings 
are an obvious extension of sequential machines (in the string case) and the 
tree version was used extensively by Engelfriet (1975) and Engelfriet etal.  
(1978). First we present he definition. 
4.1 DEFINITION. A finite state relabeling (fsr) is a construct 
T = (Q, 27, A, R), where Q is a finite set of states, 27 and A are disjoint doubly 
ranked alphabets and R is a finite set of rules. As in Definition 3.1, T is 
either deterministic or nondeterministic and either top-down or bottom-up 
depending on the form of rules in R. The rules of the top-down and the 
bottom-up fsr's are respectively of the form [Pl "'" P,] o ~ 6(q~ ... qm) and 
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a(q~ . . .  qm) ~ [P~ "" Pn] 6 with a C Snm and fi E Anm. A relabeling is just a 
(total) deterministic single state relabeling. Alternatively, it can be defined as 
a function h:27~A such that crEL'nm implies h(a) EA,m for every 
Gc27. I 
For a finite state relabeling T, the concept of configuration and the 
relations k-r and ~-* are defined similarly to those of finite dag automata, 
see Definition 3.1. 
Let T be a finite state relabeling from 27 to A; then for L ~Dz ,  T(L) = 
{gCDaldl - -~gfor some dU_L} and for L_~D~, T-~(L) = {dCD~tdl--*g 
for some g C L }. We identify the finite state relabeling T with the transfor- 
mation {(d, g) ld C= Dz, g E Da and d ~-* g}. The domain and the range of T, 
denoted respectively as dom(T) and ran(T), are T- I (Da)  and T(D~). 
TQREL (DTQREL) will denote the set of all transformations definable by 
nondeterministic (deterministic) top-down finite state relabelings; BQREL 
and DBQREL are defined similarly in the bottom-up case. An argument 
similar to that of Theorem 3.4 proves the following fact. 
4.2. LEMMA. TQREL = BQREL. | 
Henceforth, both TQREL and BQREL will be denoted by QREL. 
We now prove the recognizability of the domains of finite 
relabelings. 
state 
4.3. LEMMA. Let T be an element of QREL, DTQREL or DBQREL; 
then dom(T) is recognized by an automaton of corresponding type. 
Proof Let T=(Q,S ,A ,R)EBQREL .  We define A=(Q,27 ,R ' )ENB 
as follows. R'  has the rule a(q 1 . . .  qm)---} [Pl " "Pn]  O' if and only i fR  has 
the rule o(q l""qm)-~[p~. . .p , ]6  for some 6~A,  where ql ..... qm, 
p~ ..... p ,  E Q. Obviously, L(A) = dora(T) and A is deterministic if T is. The 
top-down case is similar. I 
In the next lemma, we show that the inverse of a finite state relabeling is 
also a finite state relabeling. 
4.4 LEMMA. For each T C QREL from S to A, there is T' ~ QREL from 
A to 27 such that for d C D~ and g E Da, d ~-*g if and only i fg ~-*, d. 
Proof. Let T = (Q, s ,  A, R) in BQREL. Define T' = (Q, A, 27, R')  in 
BQREL, where R' has a rule 6(q I ... qm) ---} [Pl "'" Phi ~7 if and only if R has 
a rule gr (q l  " ' "  qm) ~ [Pl " "Ph i  ~ with aC2; ,  6CA and ql . . . . .  qm, 
Pl ..... p ,C  Q. To prove the lemma formally, one can use an inductive 
argument on the steps of relabeling process to prove the equivalence: 
643/49/I 3 
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if and only if 
d= 
g= 
I I 
, I , . in 7" 
I d2 [ 
where d l (g l )  is a partial d-dag of d(g) and d2(g2) is the subgraph of the rest 
of d(g). II 
Remark. It follows from the lemma that for L ~_ Dz, T(L ) = (T')-~ (L ) 
and for K%D, T-I(K)=T'(K). In particular, dom(T)=ran(T ' )  and 
ran(T) = dom(T') .  | 
The previous two lemmas together with the Remark above give the next 
corollary. 
4.5. COROLLARY. For each TC QREL, ran(T) is recognizable. | 
4.6. LEMMA. Finite state relabelings of each class are closed under 
composition. | 
Proof. Let Tl=(Q1,27, A, RO and T~=(Q2,A,F, R2) be finite state 
relabelings in BQREL, and let us assume that 22 and F are disjoint. The 
finite state relabeling T to realize the composition of T~ and T2, denoted as 
T 1 o T 2 (first T 1 and then 7'2), is defined using the standard Cartesian 
product construction as follows: T - -  (Q1 × Q2, 22, F, R), where R has a rule 
a((ql, q~) (q~, qZm)) [ (P l ,P~)  1 2 "'" ~ "'" (P. ,Pn)]  
if and only if R 1 has a rule a(qll ... q~)~ [pl 1 ...p,~] ~ and R 2 has a rule 
6(q~... q~) ~ [p~-.-p,~] v, where a ~ 2:, T ~/ ' ,  6 ~ A, q~,..., q~,p~l ..... 
p i  E Qi, i -- 1, 2. The proof of T = T~ o T2 is straightforward. Note that if T 1 
and T 2 are deterministic, T is deterministic as well. Similar construction 
works for the top-down finite state relabelings. | 
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5. Two-WAY DAG-WALKING AUTOMATA 
In this section, we investigate dag automata of the usual sequential type, 
which are called two-way dag-walking automata. The two-way dag automata 
have a single pointer into the input d-dag. They are allowed to walk freely on 
the d-dag except that when moving up they must go through the edge by 
which they came down. Note that this is no restriction in the case of trees. 
This requirement is especially meaningful when the automaton is allowed to 
temporarily write some information on the d-dag (compare to remarks at the 
end of Aho and Ullman (1971) and also to Engelfriet et al. (1978)). Thus, 
the automata which are allowed to use the input as temporary storage are 
restricted to have a synchronized push-down store between the root of the d- 
dag and the current location of the pointer. 
5.1. DEFINITION. A two-way push-down dag-walking automaton is a 
construct A = (Q, 27,/', 6, q0, 70, F), where Q is a finite set of states, S is a 
doubly ranked alphabet, F is the pushdown alphabet, q0 C Q is the initial 
state of A, 7o ¢ / "  is the initial push-down symbol and F c_ Q is the subset of 
final states. 6 is a mapping from Q × Z" × F to finite subsets of Q × D where 
D= {--i]i>/1}U{(i, 7172)17,,7=Cf, i>/1}. 1 
The set D specifies the direction of the move for the next step indicating 
the ith father and the ith son by - i  and i, respectively, for each i >~ 1. 
A configuration of a two-way push-down dag-walking automaton 
A=(Q,Z ,F ,  6, q0,70,F) on a d-dag dED z is a quadruple (q,d,a,  fl), 
where q C Q, a is a path in d, a = (nl, n2 ..... nk) with n 1 the root of d and n k 
the node currently scanned, and fl = 71 "'" 7k C F* is the contents of the 
push-down store. Let C 1 = (q, d, (n 1,..., nk), fll 7) and C 2 = 
(p,d, (n~ ..... ne),flz ) be two configurations with n k labeled by a and 7 EF.  
Then C~ ~-~ C2 if either of the following holds. 
(1) (p, (j, 7'17~)) C 6(q, a, 7), f12 =fl17'17[, C= k + 1 and n( is thejth son 
of n k . 
(2) (p, --j) ~ 6(q, a, 7),//2 =/~1, and if k > 1, / = k -  1 and n c is the j th 
father of n k. If k = 1 , j=  -1 ;  thus (q, d, (nl), 7} ~-A (P, d, (), 2}. 
Even though the automaton knowns at each stage to which father it goes, 
6(q, a, 7) can contain more than one pair of the type (p, - j )  with distinct j, 
for p, q C Q, a c s,  7 ~ y'. It can move up to the jth father of a current node 
by selecting a pair (p, - j )  if the last time it came down to the node was from 
its j th  father. A is deterministic f the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) (p, (j, 7172)) C 6(q, ~, 7') implies 6(q, a, 7') = {(P, (J, 7172))}. 
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(ii) (Pl, - J ,) ,  (P2, -J2) C 6(q, a, 7) implies j~ 4:j2. Note that in 
general a deterministic 6 is not a partial function form Q x 27 × F to Q x D 
as in the tree case (see Engelfriet et al. (1978)). This is because such a 
restriction would force the automaton to move up in the same direction and 
the same state each time it comes to some node in the same state (with the 
same push-down symbol) and is about to move up. This would make our 
automata unduly awkward. On the other hand note that the above 
restrictions force a deterministic behavior for any input d-dag. The relation 
~-* is the reflexive-transitive closure of ~-A and the d-dag language 
recognized by A is L(A) = {d ~ Dzl(q0, d, (n 0, 70) ~* (P, d, (), 2) with 
some p ~ F}; where n~ is the root of d. 
A two-way push-down dag-walking automaton is a finite state dag- 
walking automaton if its push-down alphabet contains a single symbol. In 
this case the push-down is redundant and the configurations will be (q, d, a) 
with q E Q, d E Dz and a a path from the root of d to some node. 
Again as in the case of parallel dag automata, definitions of configurations 
and acceptance q input by dag-walking automlata re not actually restricted 
to d-dags, they are valid for DOAGs. 
2N-PD and 2D-PD denote respectively the sets of all nondeterministic 
and deterministic two-way push-down automata; similarly, 2N and 2D are 
the versions without the push-down facility. 
5.2. EXAMPLE. The following deterministic two-way push-down 
automaton A = (Q, 27, F, 6, q~, A 0, F) recognizes the language L of Example 
3.2. Q = {qa, qb,P}, 27= {a,b,e}, F= {Ao,A1,A2} and F=/P} .  The tran- 
sition function 6 is as follows. 
For a E 27o2 U 2712, 
6(qa, a, Ao) = {qa, (1,A1A0))}, 
6(p, a, A I )= {(qa, (2,AzA0))}, 
6(p, a, A2) = {(p,--1)}. 
For b C 2711' 
6(qa, b, Ao) = {(qb, (1, A 1Ao))}, 
6(p, b, A1) = {(qb, (2, A2Ao))}, 
6(p, b, A2) = {(p,-1)}. 
For c C 2720, 
6(qa, e, Ao) = 6(qb, e, Ao) =- {(p, --1), (p, --2)}. 
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When the automaton arrives at a node labeled by a from one of its fathers, it 
then moves down to its first son; after coming back to the node from the first 
son, it visits the second son next; moving up from the second son, it finally 
goes up to the father from which it came down. The pushdown is used (at a) 
to remember how many sons have been visited: A i is for i sons, i = I, 2. The 
computation of the automaton on a d-dag is illistrated in Fig. 16. The path 
from the root of the d-dag to the currently visited node is indicated by a bold 
line in the figure. II 
5.3. EXAMPLE. Let Z'o2 =2212 = {A} and 2210 = {a,b}. Consider the 
following d-dag (tree) language L over S: L = {t C D~ [leaves(t) C a*}. The 
language L is recognized by the following two-way push-down dag (tree) 
walking automaton B = (Q, s ,  F, fi, q0, B1, F). Q = {qo, ql, q2}, F = {B1, B2} 
and F = {ql }. The transition function fi is defined as follows. 
a ~ qa-.-. ~
b b a I - - .2_ l  b/ 
c c 
b 
b J ~--- P-- '7~ 
t b 
! c /~qb -'''~ [~ 
b/a~- - -  P -~-~ - a < 
\ /  
p-qS7 
emp ty 
FIG. 16. An example of dag-walking automaton. 
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For A, 
For a, 
6(q0, A, X) = t(q0, (1, YB1))} , 
6(ql, A, X) = {(qo, (2, XB2))}, 
5(q2,A,B1) = {(ql,--1)}, 
5(q:,A, B:) = {(qz, --1)}. 
5(q 0, a, B0) = {(ql, --1)}, 
6(q o, a, B1) = {(qz, --1)}, 
where X E {B1,Bz}. 
B traverses an input tree in pre-order. B is blocked if it reaches a leaf 
labeled by b; otherwise, it visits all the node of the input and accepts it. B 
arrives at an internal node A in q0 for the first time; it is in ql(q2) at the node 
when coming up from its first (second) son. B 1 and B 2 are  used in the 
pushdown to remember which son of the node is currently visited. II 
We shall now compare the relative recognition power of the various two- 
way dag walking automata. The first result states that in the presence of 
push-down facility, nondeterminism has no more power than determinism. 
To prove this, we extend the method of transition tables (Hopcroft and 
Ullman, 1967; Shepherdson, 1959) to d-dags. 
5.4. THEOREM. f (2N- -  PD) = f (2D -- PD). 
Proof. We have to show Y(2N-PD)c_  f (2D-  PD). Given nondeter- 
ministic push-down dag-walking automaton A = (Q, 27, F, 6, q0, 7~, F), we 
construct the following equivalent deterministic automaton ,4. The 
automaton ,4 simulates A by computing the transition tables of A at each 
node of the input..4, after arriving at a node from its j th  father, visits all its 
sons Z'l,..., r m and all their descendants from left to right, see Fig. 17. When 
moving back from r i to a, `4 computes the transition table Mr: 
Q ×/~ ~(Q) ,  with the following meaning: when A goes down from o to r i 
in a state q and pushes y at the top of the stack there is a computation of A 
which takes A back to o in statep, for eachp C M~(q, 7); if there is no such a 
computation Mi( q, 7) = 0. After computing all the functions M 1 ..... Mm, ` 4 
computes the transition table M~: Q x E~P(Q)  of the node a for its j th 
father as follows: p EMi(q, 7) if and only if there are ql ..... qk, Pl ..... Pk, 
71 ..... 7k, 7'1 ..... 7~,, k >7 0 such that (Pc, (ie, 7e7~)) ~ 6(qe- 1, 0", 7(-- 1), 
q~ E Mi,(p e, 7~) for 1 ~< ¢ ~< k with qo = q and 70 = 7 and (p, --j) E 6(qk, tr, 7k). 
Suppose A visits a from its j th  father in state q and ? at the top of the 
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1 . . . . . .  j . . . . . .  n 
. 
/" . .  \ 
[ Zl / i f "t~ ] M_ " \  "c. "1 M. \ "c m I 
I / \ z . ,  z x 1 , 1 I 
FIG. 17. The computat ion of A. 
stack, and then (for the first time) it moves up to the father in state p. 
Between these transitions, A visits the sons of a, ri,,..., rik in this order. In the 
case of k = 0, A immediately goes up to the father by (p, - j )  E fi(q, a, y) (in 
particular when m = 0). Thus, assuming that M 1,..., M m are the correct ran- 
sition tables for the sons of a and a, M j is obviously the correct transition 
table of a and its j th father. The acceptance of an input d-dag is determined 
by the function M 1 for the root of the d-dag by checking Ml(qo, 7,) ~F4= 0, 
where ?, is the initial push-down symbol of A. 
The formal definition of ,4 follows. Let .Y- be the set of functions from 
Q × F to .<(Q); .7  i = {(fl '"" fz')tfj E J ,  I ~ j  ~ i}. Then ~4 = ({q0} ~- ,  X, 
~¢', 6, qo, (),/~) where T tiN ~y-i with N being the maximal tail-rank of 
" ~ k .2  i=  0 
symbols in 22 and ( )  is the unique element of .y-0. For the sake of 
convenience, a root is assumed here to have the head-rank 1. The transition 
function c~ is defined as follows. 
For a~Z,m (re>O) 
8(q o, a, ( ) )  = {(qo, (1, ( ) ( )))}, 
(~(M,a, (M 1 . . .  Mi_ , ) )= {(qo, (i + 1, (M, ... M i_ IM ) ( )))} 
for l~ i<m and M, M1 ..... M i _~J - ,  
c~(M m , a, (M~ ... im_~)  ) = {(M j, --j)ll ~<J4 n}. 
For a ~ 22,o 
8(%, a, ( ) )  = {(M j, --j)[1 ~<j ~ n}. 
Finally, P = {M ~ ~-]M(q0, y , )~F  4: 0, where y, is an initial push-down 
symbol of A}. | 
We next show that the push-down facility increases the recognition power 
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of two-way walking automata. This is proved by showing that no finite state 
dag-walking automaton can recognize the language L of Example 5.3. 
5.5. THEOgEM. f (2N)~ f (2D- -PD) .  
Proof. Suppose a nondeterministic finite state dag-walking automaton 
B = (Q, 27, y, q0, F) recognizes the language L of Example 5.3. Let k be the 
cardinality of Q and let d~Dz be a balanced binary tree of 
height > log2(k-  1), see Fig. 18. Then [leaves(d)l > k. Obviously, d~L.  
Therefore there is an accepting computation of B on d, and in every 
accepting computation B must visit all the leaves. Otherwise B would also 
accept the tree obtained from d by changing the label of an unvisited leaf 
from a to b. Since [leaves(d)[ > k, B visits two different leaves in the same 
state during the computation. Let these nodes be n a and %; and let n c be 
their lowest common ancestor. Let t 1 and t 2 be the subtrees of d at the node 
n c, see Fig. 19. Assuming without loss of generality that B visits na before 
n b, the accepting computation of B on d is then of the form: 
(qo, d, (nl)) ~-  C 1 = (q, d, (n 1 ..... nc,..., na) ), 
B 
' C2 = (P l ,  d, (n, ,..., n~)), 
B 
:¢ 
, C 3 = (q, d, (n I ,..., n~,..., nb) ), 
B 
, C, = (P2, d, (n, ,..., n~)), 
B 
:¢ 
' (qs, d, ( ) ) ,  
B 
A 
A ~ ~A 
d:A/ X A / ~h~ ight>l°g2(k-l) 
/ \  / \  \ 
/ / \ / \ 
/ \ / \ \ 
/ ", / \ / / \ / , \ 
A . . . . . . . . . . . .  A 
/ \  / \  
a a a a 
FIG. 18. A balanced binary tree in L. 
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where q, Pl, p2,q:C Q, q :~F  and C 4 is the first configuration after C 3 in 
which A moves outside of t 2. We show now that there is another 
computation which skips the part C 1 ~-* C 2 ~-* C 3 and directly goes from C 1 
to C 4. For each configuration C = (p, d, (n~ ..... no, nc+~,..., he) ) such that 
C 3 ~-* C ~-* C 4 , we define a configuration C' = (p, d, (n~ ..... nc, n'c+ i ..... n'e)) 
inductively as follows: (i) C~ = C1. (ii) Suppose we have defined C' for C; if 
C ~-B C= (/3, d,, (nl,..., nc, nc+~ ..... n~,n~+O), where n~+ 1 is the left (right) 
son of n~, then C' = (/~, d, (n~ .... , no, n'~+l,..., n'e, n'~+ 0), where n'e+ ~ is the left 
(right) son ofn~; if C ~-B (~ = (t3, d, (nl,..., n~, n~+ 1 ..... ne_l) ), then C' = (/3, d, 
(nl,..., n~, n'~+~ ..... n'e_l) ). It follows that for each configuration C such that 
C 3 ~-* C F-* C4, CI F-~ C' ~-* C4. Thus we have found another successful 
computation in which one visit of the node n b is skipped. As long as a 
computation of B visits more than k leaves, we can always find a new 
computation of B in the way outlined above. However, since every successful 
computation must visit all the leaves, this leads to a contradiction. II 
In the case of finite state dag-walking automata, without the push-down 
facility, nondeterminism gives us more power than determinism. Let L be 
the language of Example 5.3 and K be D~ -L ,  where 2" is the alphabet over 
which L is defined. Thus K = {d E D~lleaves(d) has at least one occurrence 
of b}. In the next theorem, we show that K can be recognized by a nondeter- 
ministic automaton in 2N, but by no automaton in 2D. 
5.6. THEOREM. Y(2D)~ f (2N) .  
Proof. The language K is recognized by the following automaton in 2N. 
b 
I 
C 1 -+ a: n a 
I 
a: n b + C 3 
FIG. 19. Computation of B. 
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It first nondeterministically visits one leaf of the input d-dag and then comes 
back to the root with the label of the leaf. The automaton accepts the input 
d-dag if the label was "b." 
Suppose K is recognized by the automaton B = (Q, 22, fi, q0, F) in 2D. As 
before, let k be the cardinality of Q and consider the balanced binary tree 
d E D~ of height h, see Fig. 20. For d ff K, B must reject d by either ending 
its computation in a nonaccepting state or by entering an infinite loop or 
ends at a node other than the root. In any event, B must visit all the leaves of 
such a d-dag, since otherwise we can change the label of the unvisited node 
to b, as in the proof of Theorem 5.5. Let al ,  a2 .... be the sequence of leaves 
of d visited by B in his order; some leaves may be repeated in the sequence. 
For any two leaves a i and aj, the dis tance between a i and  aj is defined to 
be the length of the path from a t (or ai) to their nearest common ancestor. If 
a t = aj, then the distance between them is 0. Note that for each leaf ai, the 
number of leaves of d (including at) whose distance from a; is less than or 
equal to ( is precisely 2 e. Therefore, if h is large enough, there is an i such 
that the distance between a t and at+ 1 is greater than k. Let x be the nearest 
common ancestor of ai and at+ 1 (in d). In the transition process from a~ to x, 
B visits at least k + 1 different internal nodes, all of which are labeled by A. 
Therefore, B must visit two different internal nodes, n I and n 2 say, n 2 being 
above nl, in the same state. Since B does not visit any leaves between a~ and 
x, it must repeat the computation between n~ and n2 until it arrives at the 
root of d. Thus B goes from ai to a,.+ 1 through the root of d. Hence between 
two visits to the root at most 2 k different leaves are visited; because of deter- 
minism these leaves are determined completely by the state in which B is at 
the first of these two visits. This means that B can visit at most k .  2 g 
different leaves. This contradiction proves the theorem. II 
The inclusion relationships between the two-way walking autmata are 
summarized in Fig. 21. The diagram holds unmodified for the tree case (in 
fact we used tree languages for Theorems 5.5 and 5.6). 
d: 
A 
AJ 
I 
A I / \ ,  
m a a a 
FIG. 20. A balanced binary tree not in K. 
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~(2N-PD) = ~(2D-PD) 
I 
~(2N) 
f 
~(2D) 
FIG. 21. The hierarchy of two-way dag-walking automata. 
6. COMPARISON 
In this section we compare the recognition power of parallel dag automata 
and two-way dag-walking automata. It turns out that the synchronized push- 
down store is precisely what is needed to handle the parallelism in DB. On 
the other hand, the parallelism in DT cannot be handled by 2N and the two- 
way motion capability cannot be handled by DT. 
First, we show that a recognizable language can be recognized by an 
automaton in 2N-  PD. 
6.1. THEOREM. f (DB)  ~_ f (2N-PD) .  
Proof. Let L E S (DB)  be a language over Z and let A = (Q, 22, R) be a 
parallel dag automaton in DB which recognizes L. We construct a two-way 
push-down dag-walking automaton ~1 to recognizes L. Suppose the rule 
a(qo "'" qm)--" [Pl  ""Phi ~7' is applied by A, see Fig. 8. Now, to simulate A, 
when coming down to the node a from its j th father rj, visits a 1,..., % in 
this order, computing the states ql,..., qm" When computing qi+ l, the already 
computed states ql ..... qi are stored in the push-down at a until qm is found. 
Then ~ is able to compute pj and move up to rj in that state. A simple 
inductive argument on the steps of computation of A and .4 shows that (on a 
given input) A moves up to rj in state pj, 1 <.j <~ n, if and only if A in its 
computation arrives in state Pi at rj (the j th  father of a). 
The formal definition of .,t = (O, Z, / ' ,  c5, q0, () , /~) is as follows: O = 
O ~) {qo, q:}, where qo, q:q) Q, F= UN=0 {(q~ ... qi)lqj E Q, 1 ~ j  <<, i}, N is 
the maximal tail-rank of symbols of 22, ( )~  F is the initial symbol and 
P = {q:}. The transition functions are defined as follows: 
For cr C Z~nm (m > 0), 
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5(qp, o, (}) = {(qo, (1, ( } ( }))}, 
6(p,a,  (ql "'" q i - , ) )=  {(qo, ( i+ 1, (ql "'" q i - ,P )  ( )))} 
for 1 ~ i <. m, P, q l , . . . ,q i -1E Q, 
(~(qm, a, (q, "" q, ,_,))  = {(Pi, -i) l 1~< i ~< n, 
anda(ql ... qm)~ [Pl " "P , ]  a' ~R} 
forn >0,  
~(qm, a, (ql "'" qm-~)) = {(qy,--1)} 
for n = 0 if a(q~ ... q,,,) ~ a' C R. 
For a ~ 27n0, 
(5(q,a, (} )  = {(P i , - i )  l 1 ~ i~< n and a-+ [p~.. .po] a' E R}. | 
In the proof of Theorem 5.4 we constructed a deterministic push-down dag 
walking automaton d which is equivalent to a given A C 2N- -PD.  In the 
next theorem we construct a deterministic bottom-up dag automaton A' 
equivalent to this ,q. 
6.2. THEOREM. f (2N- -  PD) ~_ t (DB) .  
Proof. Let us first recall some relevant properties of the automaton ~ = 
({%1U3- ,  27, if, ~, q0, ( }, F) of Theorem 5.4. The state of e{ is always q0 
when it is moving down in the input d-dag; when it arrives at the node a 
from its j th  father (1 ~<j ~< n), A visits its sons from left to right computing 
the functions M 1 ..... M m and then moves back to the j th  father with M j, 
where M 1 .... ,Mm,MJ~7 -, see Fig. 17. The bottom-up parallel dag 
automaton A' to be constructed simulates uch a computation by the rule 
q(m I . . .  mm)---~ [M 1 . . .  m n] a'. The formal definition of A' is as follows: 
A' = ¢~-, Z, R), where for a E Zn,,  (n > 0), a(MI . . .  mm)  --~ 
[M ~... M n] a' ER  if 8(M m,a ,M 1 ... Mm_ 0 ={M i , - i ) [1 ~i~< n}, and for 
a ~ ,V, om, a (M, . . .  M,,)---, a' ~ R if 6(Mm, a, M1. . ,  M m_ 1) = {( M1,  - -1 )}  w i th  
M a C F. Note that for a C Z,, m and, Ma ..... M m in J - ,  the states of the right- 
hand side M a ..... M n are uniquely determined (see the proof of Theorem 5.4). 
Thus, A' is in DB. By an inductive argument on the steps of computation 
one can show that for each node a E 27'm of an input dag, d computes the 
transition tables M~ ..... M m (by moving rn times down to the sons of a) if 
and only if A' (operating on the same input d-dag) applies at a a rule with 
left-hand side a(M~ ... M,n). From the rules of A' for the root, it follows that 
L fA ' )=L(A) .  I 
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FIG. 22. 
:~  2N-PD) = ~ 2D-PD) 
< 0~(2N) 
/ 
~(DT) 
~(2D) 
The inclusion diagram for various classes ofd-dag laguages. 
We have now established that RECOG D =f (2N- -PD) .  The classes 
f (DT)  and f (2N)  or t (2D)  are now shown to be incomparable. First, it is 
easy to see that the language L in the proof of Theorem 3.5 is recognized by 
an automaton in 2D. On the other hand, the following automaton in DT can 
recognize the language L of Example 5.3. A = (Q, Z, R), where Q = {q} and 
R is {A ~A'(qq) ,  [q]A --,A'(qq), [q] a~a'} .  
In Fig. 22 we bring together the classes of d-dag languages definable by 
the various dag automata into an inclusion diagram. Observe that the proofs 
of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 work for trees as a restricted case; thus this 
diagram also holds for tree. 
The next theorem characterizes the difference between RECOG D on the 
one hand and f (DT) ,  Y(2N)  and f (2D)  on the other. Intuitively, it says 
that there is no difference between these classes of d-dag languages as far as 
the underlying raph structure is concerned. It is the way in which the d-dags 
are labeled that makes one d-dag language more difficult to recognize than 
the other. 
6.3. THEOREM. Let K be any of DT, 2N or 2D. For every L C RECOG~ 
there exist a language L' C f (K )  and a relabeling h such that L = h(L'). 
Moreover, there is a finite state relabeling T such that L' = T(L). 
Proof Let A = (Q, S, R) be a nondeterministic top-down dag automaton 
recognizing L. From A, we construct a nondeterministic op-down finite state 
relabeling T such that L' = T(L). T relabels a node a C E, .  of an input d- 
dag in L by (a, y,i), where y is any rule of A applicable at a and i is an 
integer indicating that a is the ith son of its father(s). Note that by the 
definition of d-dags if a has more than one father, it is the only son of each 
father; thus i=  1. The formal definition of T is as follows: T= 
(Q × {1 ..... M},Z,  ZXR X {0, 1 ..... M},Rr) where M is the maximal tail- 
rank of symbols in £' and R r is defined as follows. 
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For a ~ Zo, 
0"---~ (0", y ,O) ( (p l ,  1 ) - ' - (pro ,  m)) is inR r 
i f  y: a- - * tx ' (P l  ""Pro) is in R. 
For a ~ Zlm, 
[(q, i)] a-~ (a, 7, i ) ((Pa, 1) -.. (Pro, m)) is in R T 
if~: [q]a-~a' (p l . . .pm)  is in R. 
For a E Z,m(n > 1), 
[(q,, 1) . . .  (q,,  1)] a~ (a, 7, 1) ( (P l ,  1) ... (Pro, m)) is in R r 
ifT: [q , " 'qm]a~a' (p l " "Pm)  is in R. 
The deterministic top-down automaton A 1 to recognize L'  is very similar 
to T. It has the same set of states as T and has a rule: [a](a,  7, i )~  
(a,~,,i)' [fl] iff T has a rule [a ]a~(a ,  7, i)[fl], where aE27,  7~R,  
i C {0, 1 ..... M} and a and fl are (possibly empty) sequences of states of T. 
The following automaton A 2 in 2D recognizes L' .  It traverses an input d- 
dag in pre-order, checking the following properties: 
(i) A root is labeled as (a, 7, 0) for some a E Z, ), E R. 
(ii) If a node (a, 7, i) has more than one father, then i = 1. 
(iii) When a current node is (a, 7, i) in Figure 23(a), it visits all its 
sons and checks their labels as in the figure and that the right-hand side of 
is a'(q I . . .  qm) and the left-hand side of 7j is [qj] vj., 1 ~<j~< m for some 
ql ..... qmEQ • 
(iv) When a current node is (ej, yj, ij) in Fig. 23(b) for some 
1 ~<j ~< n, it visits its son and checks that the right-hand side of ~j is a'(qj) 
and the left-hand of y' is [ql "'" qm] r for some ql ..... qm E Q. 
The distinction between the cases (iii) and (iv) can be determined by 
simply making one trip to the first son of a current node. At the same time, 
in the case of (iv), it can compute j. The number i in (a, 7, i) is used to 
determine the next node to be visited both in traversing the input d-dag and 
in checking property (iii). Thus A z accepts an input in which every node has 
these properties. The formal details are omitted. 
Finally the relabeling h is defined by h((a, y, i ) )= a for each (a, 7, i) 
S × R X {0 ..... M} to erase the extra information. | 
Remark. The language L' defined in the proof is actually the set of all 
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\ '/ \-/',<,/\./ 
<O,y,i> <Ol,Yl,il > <~j,yj,ij> <On,Yn,in > 
<~i 'YI ' i> <Zin,Ym,m> <r ,y ' , l> 
(a) (b) 
F~G. 23. Nodes in T(L). 
the derivation dags of the phrase-structure grammar which has all the rules 
((~, ~19 i> ~ <TI, i l ,  1) . . .  <Tm, ~m, 17"l> satisfying property (iii) in thc proof and 
all the rules (a~, 7~, il) ... (a n, Yn, i,)--* (r, y, i) satisfying property (iv). II 
7. CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF D-DAG LANGUAGES 
As a result of the previous analysis of the recognition power of dag 
automata, we have obtained four different classes of d-dag languages. In this 
section we investigate the closure properties of these classes under the 
boolean operations and finite state relabelings. 
First, all four classes are closed under intersection. 
7.1. THEOREM. All the classes RECOGo, f (DT) ,  f (2N)  and f (2D)  
are closed under intersection. 
Proof. Let A~=(Q1,S, R1) and A2=(Q2,S,R 2 be two parallel 
automata of the same type. The automaton A 3 to recognize L(A 1)~ L(A2) is 
constructed using the standard cartesian product construction. 
On the other hand, in the case of dag-walking automata the "intersection 
automaton" is defined by applying the two automata one after the other. | 
In Theorem 5.4, for each dag-walking automaton A in 2N-PD,  we 
constructed an equivalent deterministic dag-walking automaton d in 
2D-  PD. We recall that d never blocks and the computation of d always 
terminates. Therefore, we can define A' in 2D--PD to recognize the 
complement of L(d) by specifying the set of final states to be the 
complement of the set of final states of A. Thus, 
7.2. THEOREM. RECOG D is closed under complementation. | 
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Remark. Complementation f a d-dag language is taken with respect o 
the set of all d-dags over the alphabet in which the d-dag language is 
defined. | 
In Theorems 5.5 and 5.6, we proved that the language L of Example 5.3 is 
not in f (2N) ,  while its complement K is in Y(2N). 
7.3. COROLLARY. t (2N)  is not closed under complementation. | 
We consider next the operation of union. 
7.4. THEOREM. RECOG~ and t (2N)  are closed under union. S (DT)  is 
not closed under union. 
Proof Given two nondeterministic automata A~ and A2 of the same type, 
we can easily construct an automaton A 3 (of that type) which nondeter- 
ministically applies A~ or A 2 to input d-dags. 
Both of the singleton languages 
l I sl / \ and / \ 
a b b a 
are obviously in S(DT) .  However, by Theorem 3.5, their union is not in 
I(DT). | 
The next result is immediate from Theorem 7.4 and de Morgan's law. 
7.5. COROLLARY. S(DT)  is not closed under complementation. | 
The next theorem deals with transformations performed by finite state 
relabelings. 
7.6. THEOREM. RECOG o is closed under finite state relabelings. 
Proof Let L @ RECOGD be a language over the alphabet 2;, A a parallel 
dag automaton to recognize L and let T be a finite state relabeling. Define T' 
from T by priming all the symbols of 27 in T. Looking upon A as a finite 
state relabeling T(L)=ran(A o 7"). Hence the theorem follows from 
Corollary 4,5 and Lemma 4.6. | 
Theorems 6.3 and 7.6, together with the remark following Theorem 6.3, 
give the well-known result: RECOG D is the class of all the languages 
obtained by relabeling derivation dags of phrase-structure grammars. 
Since a relabeling is a special kind of finite state relabeling, the next 
corollary is immediate from Theorem 6.3. 
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RECOG o LW(DT) S(2N) f (2D)  
Union Yes No Yes ? 
Intersection Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Complement Yes No No ? 
Finite state 
relabeling Yes No No No 
7.7. COROLLARY. None of f (DT),  f (2N)  or f (2D)  is closed under finite 
state relabelings. 1 
Table I summarizes the closure properties of the families of d-dag 
languages. The problems of,closure under union and complementation for 
S (2D)  are open and we conjecture that the answers to both are negative. 
8. RECOGNITION OF DOAGs 
In this section, we discuss recognition of DOAGs by various dag 
automata introduced in this paper. As remarked after Definition 3.1, it is 
straightforward and needs no change of the definitions to apply parallel dag 
automata to DOAGs. The DOAG language accepted by a parallel dag 
automaton A = (Q,Z,R) is L(A)= {dE Gztd~-* d'}. Also, definitions of 
configurations, computation step ~-B and acceptance of an input by a dag- 
walking automaton B = (Q, z,  F, 3, q0, Yo, F), given in Section 5 are valid for 
DOAGs. Thus the DOAG language accepted by B is L (B)= 
{d E Gz] (q0, d, (nl), Y0) ~-* (P, d, (), 2) with some p ~ F}; where n I is the 
root of DOAG d. Using the same notation as before, f (K )  = {L(A)[A E K} 
is the class of DOAG languages defined by automata in a class K of dag 
automata. 
A number of results and their proofs concerning the power of dag 
automata to recognize languages hold unmodified for DOAGs. 
8.1. THEOREM. Theorems 3.4, 3.5, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 6.1, and 6.2 hold for 
DOAGs. 
Proof Theorems 3.5, 5.5 and 5.6 were proved even for tree languages 
which can be regarded as DOAG languages. Proofs of other theorems are 
exactly the same as those given for d-dags. II 
Thus all the results except Theorem 3.6 used to demonstrate Fig. 22 hold 
643/49/I-4 
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for DOAGs. However, Theorem 3.6 does not go through because DOAGs 
are not necessarily planar, a property which was crucial in the proof of that 
theorem. In fact, we can prove the following: 
8.2. THEOREM. When parallel dag automata operate on DOADs, 
nondeterministic bottom-up automata are more powerful than the deter- 
ministic ones. 
Proof. We define a set of DOAGs L as follows. Let t be a tree in which 
all the nodes except he leaves have exactly two sons, and which has an even 
number of leaves half of which are labeled by "c" and half by "d." The 
internal nodes are labeled by "a." Then define a DOAG d from t by adding 
k new nodes (all labeled by "b") which will be the leaves of d, where 
(a) 
g 
(b) 
gi 
(c) 
gj 
(d) 
g' 
a 
I t I I I I 
b/ f .  . • - 'u  S • • .-  Un2+l 
I I I I I I 
£i" " "~i~ " "~n2+l _.~YI'~.~±" " "Yn2+l 
I I I 
Z 1 ' ' "  Yj ~,~.," Zn2+l _....~Y1 j "  %j''" Tn 2+I 
I b I 
bl..----~.. . ~b  F • . ~ n2+1 
I I i i I I l I 
g, y . . .£  . . .2, o , .  Y . . . .  ~ . . . .  £.,. .~'n2~) 
FIG. 24. DOAGs g, gi, gj and g'. 
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k = l leaves(t)l/2. Each now "b" node is connected to one "c" and one "d" 
node. The set L consists of all DOAGs obtained in this way. 
L is recognizable by the following automaton B in NB:  
({p, q, r}, {a, b, c, d}, {b -~ [ pq] b', b --, [qp] b', c (p)  ~ [r] c', 
d(q) ~ [r] d', a(rr) -~ [r] a', a(rr) -~ a' }). 
On the other hand, no automaton in DB can recognize L. Let S= 
/a, b, c, d} and suppose that an automaton A = (Q, S, R) in DB regonizes L. 
Let n be the cardinality of Q and let g be the DOAG of Fig. 24(a). g has 
n z + lb's, each of which, say b t, is connected to a leaf of the subtree t1 
(labeled by (i) and to a leaf of the subtree t2 (labeled by 7i) 1 <. i <~ n 2 + 1. 
Now we define a DOG gi by exchanging the labels of fathers of b i in g, 
1 ~< i ~< n 2 + 1, see Fig. 24(b) and (c). Obviously gi is in L, and therefore is 
accepted by A. Since for the symbol a E 2702 there are at most n z applicable 
rules of A, two DOAGs, say gi and gj, must be accepted by A by applying 
the same rule at their roots. Let this rule be a(pq)~ a', p, q ~ Q. Now, 
define another DOAG g' from g by changing the label of the left father of b i 
into 7~ and the label of the right father of bj into Cj, see Fig. 24(d). Thus, 
g' ~ L. Due to determinism, however, A must process the subtree t] (t~ 
respectively) of g' in precisely the same way as it does it in gi (gj). Thus, A 
arrives at the root of g' in state p (from the left) and q (from the right), 
thereby accepting ' by the rule a(pq)  ~ a'. This is a contradiction. I
Note that the associated automaton (see the proof of Theorem 3.4) with 
the automaton B of this proof is in DT.  Therefore, automata in DT are 
incomparable to those in DB in their power of recognizing DOAGs. Figure 
25 shows the inclussion diagram of classes of DOAG languages definable by 
various dag automata. 
,~(DT) ~(DB) =o<~(2N-PD) =~(2D-PD) 
,=~(2N) 
w-~'(2D) 
FIG. 25. Inclusion diagram of DOAGs. 
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